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About This Game

Sunburnt is a multiplayer zombie survival game where guns WON’T help you! Zombie outbreaks have struck the country, and
only a few humans have survived. Conventional weapons have little effect on the dead but they have a weakness…

Light and intensely painful sunburns!

In ‘Survival Mode’ players will fight alone or together at night against waves of zombies. Days are safe & short, once the sun
rises players have a limited time to loot the map for weapons/items to help them survive the looming darkness which awaits

them.
Make a stand and fight for as long as you can, competing with friends for the best score.
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Current game features

 Fully functional 5 player multiplayer support.

 Lobby with server settings, quick game with search filters and Steam integration.

 Town center map with all accessible buildings and many lootable containers.

 Evolving day/night wave system that makes the game more challenging with every wave, throwing hundreds of zombies
at you.

 Intricate zombie AI with line of sight, hearing and horde behaviour.

 Intuitive player, weapon and container inventory systems.

 Various light based weapons with different powers and rarity levels.

 Thought out item spawn system with logical spawn locations for specific items.

 Cooperative gameplay with player revive and kill assist systems.

 UI with item highlight, hints and menu systems.

 Full Xbox controller gamepad support.

 Some other fun surprises.

Planned game features

 More maps (various town areas such as suburbia, train station/depot and others).

 More light based weapons, traps and other items.

 Air drops.

 Stand-Off locations.

 In game merchant offering rare items and services in exchange for points/credits you have accumulated throughout the
game session.

 A campaign game mode where the survivors will have to complete objectives in order to be rescued and escape with
their lives.

 Mechanics polish and overall performance improvements.

 More zombie types and behaviors.

 More playable characters.

 Steam achievements

 Leaderboards
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Title: Sunburnt
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Static Shell Studios
Publisher:
Static Shell Studios
Release Date: 27 Mar, 2018
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This is part 3 of the episodal penny arcade series of 4. NOTE: THIS IS NOT FOR KIDS. I PERSONALLY RATE THIS
GAME AS "A" FOR ADULTS.

This game is quite different than the previous games in the series. First off, it is now more traditionally a rpg in this game..the
comic book style in previous games are gone and have been replaced by rpg goodness. This may turn off people that played the
2 previous games, but i think it is much better this way. Also, if you wonder what happened to your character from the previous
2 games, there is short little side game that answers that question in the game. Note that you must be used to this game to try the
extra mission.

I actually like the changes they did for this game. Anyways, i recommend playing the first 2 games because the storyline is
required for this series. Recommended game for new rpg aspects in it and fun dialogue and humour.. If you like cooking and
like tycoon games this is for you!. I was enjoying this game until i made a big mistake invading france, so i reloaded the game
from a previous save point, which broke the game. When ending my turn the game would crash.

i cannot recommend until this bug is fixed.

UPDATE:

This problem was fixed the same day i posted this. Big thanks to developers, i can now continue my previous game.. The story is
captivating, but having to redo so much after dying really sucks all the fun out of it.
After dying twice on day one, then dying twice on day two and once on day three it was time to quit.
I wish there was an option to restart from a certain decision and not having to re-do the whole day.

Though choice whether to recommend or not, but so far it hasn't broken my spirit and I'm willing to give it another try on
another day. The story is simply very, very interesting.. Kinda like tower defense, but your not the towers but the
monsters/balloons,/whatever-needs-to-get-to-the-other-side. It has a cliché story but it suits the game very well so that's not a
problem. The game has various units and enemies but the introduction is very good and combined with a clear tactical overview
of the map nothing in this game gets confusing, when you start you are immediatly in the action and you know how everything
works, which is really nice.
It's an RTS-game, since they didn't invent brakes in this universe you gotta be really quick with using abilities and changing
routes, all in all, cool game, check in out if you're into TD and RTS.
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This makes me excited to go and nut inside a ♥♥♥♥♥

Without protection!. Good fun for a few hours and fitting to it's Price.. EDIT: The developer contacted me and apologized for
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the issue and was working to fix it. I am going to give the game another go and review accordingly.

On the first level fell out of the world. Nice. Refunding this game, whoever reads this DONT GET THIS GAME! Totally not
worth the money.. \udb40\udc21. I'd really like to play this game more, but on windows 10 (for me) it's a buggy unplayable
mess.
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